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in this part, and there is no need to say more than that it
was a welcome surprise to find an introduction to the
ways and place of the computer and such an intensely
practical approach to genetic aspects.
The second part deals with the specific congenital

cardiac defects and might have been still better if the
authors had agreed to a more uniform system of pre-
sentation. The first-rate section on ventricular septal
defect contains accidental misdefinition of the ejection
fraction, and that on aortic stenosis errs in describing
paradoxical splitting of the second heart sound. Of
more importance is an apparent lack of balance in
the aggressively surgical policies recommended in
treatmmnt of congenital aortic stenosis and anomalous
left coronary artery; perhaps, however, the reader is
intended to form his own judgement on these issues
in the light of the results, also presented, ofthe currently-
available procedures.
Rheumatic heart disease is fully covered, and we

learn that a second or subsequent attack of carditis
cannot be diagnosed without a change in murmurs
or development of a new 'significant' murmur. It is
good to find recorded the fact that the hyponatraemia of
congestive failure improves as the failure is controlled,
though redistribution mechanisms are not discussed,
and to see the prognostic value of really low serum
sodium levels acknowledged. In a later section the
'low-salt syndrome' is properly relegated to its true
status. In the chapter on dysrhythmias a scheme of
action is proposed for dealing with cardiac arrest; its
priorities are hardly right today, with electrical defi-
brillation as the ninth step, listed after intravenous
and intracardiac injections.

Perhaps the most serious deficiency of this excellent
treatise is the potentially dangerous and repeated
advice regarding prophylaxis against bacterial endo-
carditis. In neither the section on chronic rheumatic
heart disease nor that specifically dealing with bacterial
endocarditis is it stated that the child regularly taking
penicillin to prevent recurrences of rheumatism needs
another antibiotic, or combination of antibiotics, to
cover his dental extraction, scaling, etc.
There is a useful appendix of drug doses, and res-

piratory and cardiac catheterization data (omitting the
ventricular work calculation). The index is entirely
adequate and well set out for reference use. The cover
is serviceable and its design may appeal to some tastes.

:panchements Sous-Duraux Chroniques du
Nourrisson. By N. NEIMANN, J. MONTAUT, and
J. SAPELIER. (Pp. 207; 40 figures + 7 tables.
56.30F.) Paris: L'Expansion Scientifique Fran9aise.
1968.
This is a comprehensive review of all aspects of sub-

dural effusions in infants, based on the authors' experi-
ence in 87 cases treated in the Faculte de Medecine de
Nancy.
The subject, which has many puzzling features, and

is not always easy to manage, is covered in a systematic,
if at times repetitive, fashion. The authors place great

emphasis on the importance of trauma in the aetiology
in many of the so-called idiopathic haematomas and
effusions, and in their own series of cases they were able,
by careful investigation, to elicit a history of trauma in a
large proportion of cases. They emphasize at length
the 'battered baby' syndrome as a cause of subdural
haemorrhage, and, in their series, 12-6% of cases were
associated with this condition.
The authors attach considerable importance to retinal

haemorrhages in the diagnosis of the condition, and
point out that while they are common in traumatic
cases and in idiopathic cases, they never occur in post-
meningitic effusion, and they regard this as a point in
favour of a traumatic origin for the 'idiopathic' examples
of this condition. In the investigation of these patients,
the authors stress the importance of radiology of the
whole skeleton to detect the presence of multiple frac-
tures characteristic of battered babies. Transillumina-
tion of the skull has also been given considerable
emphasis. Other methods of investigation, such as
echo-encephalography, which are likely to be of in-
creasing value, but at which the authors admit having
only limited personal experience, are dealt with briefly.
The pathogenesis of the condition is considered in

the light of the various theories previously proposed.
The authors believe the lesion to be truly subdural rather
than intradural, and do not consider that the osmotic
theory can explain the known facts. The failure of
attempts to produce a chronic subdural haematoma in
the experimental animal, and the fact that the chief
osmotic component of subdural effusion is albumin,
the presence of which in such quantities cannot be
explained by degeneration of red blood cells, are points
which they raise against the theory ofGross and Zollinger.
Their argument that recurring collections of high protein
fluid in the subdural space in children must imply
some defect in the permeability of the capillaries of the
lining membrane of the haematoma, in particular the
outer membrane, certainly has considerable force.

Their recommendations for treatment are orthodox.
The diagnosis should be made, and the treatment
instituted, by subdural taps performed with strict
aseptic precautions. The danger of damaging the
underlying brain in the performance of this investigation
is properly emphasized. They recommend removal
of small quantities of subdural fluid at a time, and point
out that one should not persist too long with repeated
punctures before resorting to more radical measures,
either drainage through a small subtemporal craniectomy
or the use of a large flap. They are in favour of removal
of both inner and outer membranes; and the former
because it may restrain the expansion of the brain;
and the latter because its capillary bed is the source of
the leak of protein and fluid into the subdural space.
The latter argument appears to have a good deal more
cogency than the former. They mention, briefly only,
drainage of the subdural space by low pressure valve or
other technique. This is a method that seems to have
real value in resistant cases, but the authors appear to
have been satisfied with their results from craniotomy
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and have used it in one case only. They regard failure
of craniotomies to cure the condition as being due to
the presence of severe atrophy of the brain and indicative
of a bad prognosis.

This volume can be recommended as an excellent
summary of present knowledge of an important condi-
tion. There is a comprehensive bibliography covering
English and Continental literature, which adds greatly
to its value.

Infectious Diseases of Children. 4th edition. By
SAUL KRUGMAN and ROBERT WARD. (Pp. xi + 428;
illustrated + tables +- 9 colour plates. 148s. 6d.)
Saint Louis: The C. V. Mosby Company; London:
Henry Kimpton. 1968.
This book, revised for the fourth time since its first

appearance 10 years ago, gives an up-to-date, clear,
accurate, and (in the main) practical account of fevers
in childhood. The presentation is attractive and does
not burden the memory with superfluous and unhelpful
details. There is a notable chapter on rubella which
includes a detailed account of the congenital form, the
latter largely based on experience with the 1964 American
outbreak.

It is difficult to fault this excellent book, but it does
seem remarkable that in a volume with this title, in
which there are excellent chapters on sepsis in the
newborn and acute respiratory disease in the young,
there should be no reference at all to coliform diarrhoea,
one of the most infectious of diseases affecting babies.
This is even the case in the sections dealing with differen-
tial diagnoses in the chapters on salmonella and shigella
infections. Again, though the common cold, matters
relating to echo virus infections, and staphylococcal
enterocolitis all appear in the subject index, no mention
is made of gastroenteritis or Esch. coli infections.
The volume is excellently printed and liberally

illustrated, there being nine magnificent colour repro-
ductions. The latter, undoubtedly, contribute to the
high price of the book-just over £7. Though expen-
sive, the book will be of the greatest value to students,
teachers, and practitioners, and should, therefore, be
available in all teaching centres.

Acute Respiratory Diseases. Symposium Organized
by the College of Pathologists and Delivered in
London in February 1968. Edited by D. A. J.
TYRRELL. (Pp. xii + 134; illustrated + tables. 30s.)
Published for the College of Pathologists by the
Journal of Clinical Pathology, B.M.A. House,
Tavistock Square, London W.C.1. 1968.
This is a report of a Symposium, organized by the

College of Pathologists, and held in London in February
1968. Though a 'paper-back', the quality of paper,
printing, and illustration (confined to black and white)
are all that one might wish.

Predictably there is a sound pathological basis for
each paper delivered by an expert in the selected prob-
lems faced. A majority of these are concerned with

virus (and mycoplasma) infections, of which much
has been learned in the past decade, but there is no
obsession with bacteriology. Epidemiology is given
due respect in a valuable account from Professor S. D.
M. Court of a population study as it concerns children
in Newcastle upon Tyne.
The other item of particular interest to the paediatri-

cian is an excellent and positive paper by Dr. John
L. Emery on acute infections of the lower respiratory
tract. His suggestion that virus invasion may initiate
a complex of fulminating vicious cycles of hypoxia
and cerebral oedema provoked a useful general dis-
cussion on 'cot death'.

Physicians have come to accept that practical physio-
logy of respiration is well understood by the modern
anaesthetist, and this understanding of disturbances in
acute respiratory disease is convincingly explained,
partly in mechanical terms, by Professor John S.
Robinson who has led much of our recent thinking
on intensive care.
An attempt at a comprehensive study of acute res-

piratory diseases must include reference to allergy,
and a short paper on immunological mechanisms
concludes the proceedings, most of which, however,
will prove to be of greater interest to the general or
chest physicians rather than to those specializing in
diseases of childhood.

Structural Basis of Renal Disease. Edited by
E. LOVELL BECKER. (Pp. xii + 770; 595 figures.
$39.50.) New York & London: Hoeber Medical
Division, Harper and Row. 1968.
This book is an interesting product of the present

fashion in nephrology. Having passed the morbid
anatomical phase of development, with all the interpre-
tative hazards of any morphological exercise, nephrology
emerged into a heyday of functional study only to be
plunged again into morphology by the advent of renal
biopsy, the electron microscope, immunofluorescent
technique, micropuncture, and nephron dissection.
The result, well reflected in this book, has been a spring-
cleaning exercise of clearing out once-loved artefacts and
rediscovering forgotten treasures. The writers have in
the main carefully avoided the well-known errors of
structural interpretation. For example, the early
temptation to regard the foot-process fusion lesion as
specific has been criticized. However, the elimination
of functional studies and response to therapy, no doubt
prompted by the ambiguities of past clinico-pathological
correlations, has produced some blind spots. It is
impossible to give a coherent account of the nephrotic
syndrome by reference chiefly to morphology. Though
the authors have a refreshing preparedness to admit our
present ignorance, the book reflects well the present
state of the subject-many new trees which do not yet
make a wood.
The emphasis on structure is incomplete: the book is

almost exclusively about microscopy. Some of the best
recent work outside the U.S.A. on gross structural
changes (e.g. pyelonephritis, phenacetin nephropathy) is
not discussed.
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